
 
                                  DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE 
 
Department :  SCIENCE                                        Program: B.Sc  
 
Semester : II                                                          Name of the subject : The English Turf. 
                                                            Question bank 

                                                         Unit V 

Unit V 
Increasing efficiency of the learners in reading and understanding skills of the language through prose 
and poetry and also improving the effective usage of vocabulary among learners by introducing 
oxymoron and hyperbole and also improving the efficient use of grammar through introducing main 
verbs and tenses. 

                                                                Part – A 

 
   S.NO 

 
                                                        SHORT QUESTIONS 

      1 How was the banyan tree different from the others? Describe in your words? 

      2 What kind of personality does the father have? Which words and phrases in the poem reveal 
what the speaker feels about the father’s action? 

      3 Explain the characteristics of the father in the poem ? 

      4 Explain the tone of the poem? 

    5 Describe the end of the banyan tree in your own words. What reaction did its cutting 
provoke among members of the speaker’s family? 

    6 What was the bet that was made? Who made the wager, and what motivated them? 

    7 What are the conditions o the lawyer’s confinement? What arrangements were made for it?  

    8    What were the thoughts and intentions of the banker on the eve of the ed of the lawyer’s 
confinement? 

   9 Why did the lawyer give up the money he had own? 

10 Write your personal opinion on the banker’s reaction to the lawyer’s decision? 

                                                           PART – B 

    
S.NO 

                                 LONG QUESTIONS  

      1 Write a detailed character sketch of the banker.is there any change in his character at any point in 
the story? 

       
2 

Both the banker and the lawyer make various choices during the course of the story. What are 
these choices, and what do these tell us about the person’s making them? 

       
3 
 

What is the significance of the last four lines of the poem? How does it relate to the rest of the 
poem? 

         
4 

What is the attitude of the speaker towards the cutting down of the banyan tree? What lines and 
words in the poem reveal this? 



         
5 
 

Cloud the banyan tree be seen as a symbol? If so, what do you think it might symbolize? Justify 
your answer with evidence from the text? 

 

                                                        Unit – VI 

Unit – VI 
Increasing efficiency of the learners in reading and understanding skills of the language through prose and 
poetry and also improving the effective usage of vocabulary among learners by introducing synonyms and 
antonyms and also improving the efficient use of grammar through introducing prepositions. 

                                                         Part – A 

 S.NO                                 SHORT QUESTIONS 

  1 When and where did the  walk described in the poem happen? Who went on his walk? 

2 Paraphrase, in your own words, the speaker’s description of the moonlit night?  

     3 What emotions did the walk rouse in the speaker? 

 4 What is the tone of the poem “A walk by Moonlight”? 

5 Explain what the speaker is trying to convey in the last three stanzas of the poem? 

   6 What is ‘ Jugaad ’ and what does the author credit It with? 

 7 Give two examples each of innovations that helped maintain (a) Social Distancing 
(b) public hygiene  

     8 What comment does the author end the essay with? Do you agree with the author’s 
statement? Elaborate on your assessment? 

      9 Highlight any three examples of innovation from this essay and comment on how they change 
or deviate from the standard practice before the pandemic? 

       10 What factors enabled the triplex helix model of innovation during the pandemic? 

                                                         PART - B                                    

    S.NO                                   LONG QUESTIONS 

  1 Write the summary of the poem “A walk by moonlight”? 

 2 Comment on the speaker’s view of the relationship between man and nature? 

3 Write a character sketch of the speaker in the poem? 

4 What factors are common to most of the innovations listed in the essay? Discuss the 
importance of these common factors? 

5 What reasons does Sahasranamam provide for the speedy development and deployment of 
the innovative ideas listed in his essay?  

 



                                                         Unit VII  

 
Unit VII 
Increasing efficiency of the learners in reading and understanding skills of the language and also 
exposing learners to the professional environment and also training learners of writing different 
reports. 

                                                                Part – A 

 
   S.NO 

 
                                                        SHORT QUESTIONS 

      1 Who is Pan, and why does the poet suppose he might have emigrated to India?  

      2 What is the tone of the first stanza of the poem? 

      3 What do you think the poet is referring to when she talks about the ‘long scythe swooping 
out? Of the conqueror’s face? 

      4 What is the connection between Sarasvati and language? What connection do you think the 
poet wants you to make here? 

    5 Write about the style of the poem “A Different Story”? 

    6 What question did the young people in the story pose to the blind woman? 

    7 How does the author relate the blind woman’s answer to her own vocation as a writer? 

    8    What is Toni Morrison’s main concern in this extract from her Nobel lecture? 

   9 Who needs to be held responsible when a language dies? Why  

   10 What according to the author, is the significance of the blind woman’s answer? Answer in 
your own words? 

                                                           PART – B 

    
S.NO 

                                 LONG QUESTIONS  

      1 What do you think is the central theme of the poem? How are the two stanzas related to this 
theme? 

       
2 

What do you think the title of the poem means? How does it connect t the poem? 

       
3 

How is the language ‘looted’ and ‘killed’? 

         
4 

What impact does the death of a language have on its users? 

         
5 
 

What are the characteristics of a dead language as outlined by Morrison? 

 
 
 
 
 



 

                                                         Unit VIII 

 
Unit VIII 
Increasing efficiency of the learners in reading and understanding skills of the language and also 
exposing learners to the professional environment and also training learners of writing different 
reports. 

                                                                Part – A 

 
   S.NO 

 
                                                        SHORT QUESTIONS 

      1 Do you think that Macbeth believes the predictions? 

      2 What does Lady Macbeth ‘fear’ about her husband’s nature? 

      3 What is the ‘golden round ’ that Lady Macbeth refers to? 

      4 Why does Lady Macbeth want her husband to return home quickly? 

    5 Write about the character ‘Macbeth’? 

    6 What lesson did Shaw learn about getting work done as part of a committee? 

    7 Which incident lead to Shaw being sought out as a socialist orator? 

    8    Write a note on the various aspects of public speaking  that Shaw focused on as he was 
striving to become an effective orator? 

   9 What kind of a person is Shaw? 

   10 Write about the tone and style of the text ”How I become Public Speake”? 

                                                           PART – B 

    
S.NO 

                                 LONG QUESTIONS  

      1 What kind of relationship do you think Macbeth and Lady Macbeth share with each other? How 
can you tell?  

       
2 

What is your impression of Lady Macbeth based on reading this extract? 

       
3 

What does Lady Macbeth tell us about her husband’s nature? 

         
4 

Based on what you have read, trace the development of Shaw as a public speaker? 

         
5 
 

Write the summary of the text “How I become a public speaker”? 
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Department: SCIENCE    Program: BSc  

Semester:  IInd Semester    Name of the Subject:BASIC COMPUTER 

SKILLS 

QUESTION BANK 

Unit –I 

UNDERSTANDING OF COMPUTER AND WORD PROCESSING 

PART–A 

S No SHORT QUESTIONS 

1 Explain the basic applications of computer? 

2 What are the components of computer system? 

3 Explain the following? 
a) Central processing unit(CPU) 

b) keyboard 

c) mouse 

4 Explain the applications of IECT? 

5 What is an operating system? 

6 Explain the following? 
d) Spell check 

e) Language setting 

f) thesaurus 

7 Write the differences between data and information? 

8 What is hardware and software? 

9 What is user interface? 

10 What is computer memory? Explain the types of memory units?  
 



PART –B 

SNo LONG QUESTIONS 

1 Explain in detail about printing of a word document? 

2 Discuss in detail about input and output devices? 

3 Explain the process of to create and manipulate the text in MS-

word? 

4 Discuss in detail about open and closing of documents in Ms-

word? 

5 What is word processing explain its usage, advantages and 

disadvantages? 

Unit – II 

SPREAD SHEET, PRESENTATION SOFTWARE & INTRODUCTION TO 

INTERNET, WWW AND WEB BROWSERS 

PART–A 

S No SHORT QUESTIONS 

1 What is spreadsheet? 

2 Define computer networks? 

3 Explain the following? 
a) LAN 

b) WAN 

c) ISP 

4 What is e-governance? Explain the usage of e-governance 

websites? 

5 What is search engine? 

6 What is instant messaging? 

7 Explain the applications of an internet? 

8 Discuss about the domain name with an example? 

9 Explain the following? 
a) IP address 

b) URL 

c) Netiquettes 



10 Discuss about manipulation of cells in a spreadsheet? 

PART –B 

SNo LONG QUESTIONS 

1 Explain in detail about printing of spreadsheet? 

2 What is electronic email? Explain the usage of email and its 

advantages and disadvantage? 

3 Give a brief description about functions and formulas in 

spreadsheet with examples? 

4 Discuss in detail about Preparation and presentation of slides? 

5 How to send and receiving emails? Explain in detail? 
 

Department: Science Program:B SC (Computers) 

Semester: IISemester NameoftheSubject:DifferentialEquations 

QUESTIONBANK 
 

Unit -I 

Differential Equations of first order and first degree: Introduction - Equations in 
whichVariables are Separable - Homogeneous Differential Equations - Differential 
EquationsReducible to Homogeneous Form - Linear Differential Equations - Differential 
EquationsReducible to Linear Form - Exact differential equations - Integrating Factors - 
Change invariables - Total Differential Equations - Simultaneous Total Differential 

Equations -Equations of theform
𝑑𝑥

=
𝑑𝑦

=
𝑑𝑧

 
𝑃 𝑄 𝑅 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 
𝑑𝑦 

Solve + x2=x2e3y. 
𝑑𝑥 

2 Solve(x2–y2) dx+2xydy =0. 

3 
𝑑𝑦 𝑦 𝑦 

Solve = + tan . 
𝑑𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 

4 
Solve +2y=x2logx. x 𝑑𝑥 

5 Solve(1+xy)y dx+ (1 –xy)xdy=0. 

6 Solvex2ydx–(x3+ y3)dy=0. 

7 Solvey(1– xy)dx– x(1+xy)dy=0. 

8 
𝑎2(𝑥𝑑𝑦−𝑦𝑑𝑥) 

Solvexdx+ydy= . 
𝑥2+𝑦2 

9 Solvexdx+ zdy+ (y +2z)dz= 0. 

10 
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑧 

Solve = = . 
𝑥2 𝑦2 𝑛𝑥𝑦 



 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 
𝑑𝑦 

Solve(2x +4y +3) = x +2y+ 1. 
𝑑𝑥 

2 Solve(1-x2) 
𝑑𝑦

+2xy=x (1-x2)1/2. 
𝑑𝑥 

3 Solveysin 2x –(1+y2+ cos2x)dy =0. 

4 
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑧 

Solve = = . 
𝑥(𝑦2−𝑧2) 𝑦(𝑧2−𝑥2) 𝑧(𝑥2−𝑦2) 

5 Using thesubstitutiony2 =v-x,reducetheequationy3𝑑𝑦+x+y2 =0to the 
𝑑𝑥 

homogeneousform andhence solvetheequation. 
 

Unit-II 

Differential Equations first order but not of first degree: Equations Solvable for p -
Equations Solvable for y - Equations Solvable for x - Equations that do not contain x (or y)-
Equations Homogeneous in x and y - Equations of the First Degree in x and y - 
Clairaut’sequation. 

Applications of First Order Differential Equations: Growth and Decay - Dynamics 
ofTumour Growth - Radioactivity and Carbon Dating - Compound Interest - 
OrthogonalTrajectories 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 Solvep2-7p+12=0. 

2 Solvey=2px +tan-1(xp2). 

3 Solvey=3x+ logp. 

4 Solvex= y–p2. 

5 
Solvey =2p +3p2 

. 

6 Solvex(1+ p2) =1. 

7 Explaingrowthanddecay. 

8 In a culture of yeast, the amount A of active yeast grows at a rate proportional to 
theamountpresent.Iftheoriginalamount doubles in2hours, how longdoesittakefor 
the originalamount totriple? 

9 IfRs.10,000is investedat6 percentper annum,findwhat amounthasaccumulated 
after6 yearsifinterest iscompounded:(a) annually,(b) quarterlyand(c)continuously 

10 Defineorthogonaltrajectories. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 Solvex2p2–2xyp+(2y2–x2) =0. 

2 Solvex2p2+yp(2x+y)+y2=0byreducingittoClairaut’sform byusingthesubstitution 
y =uand xy=v. 

3 Use thetransformationx2=uandy2=vtosolvetheequationaxyp2+(x2–ay2-b)p– xy 
=0 



4 Itis foundthat0.5 percentof radiumdisappears in12years. 
(a) Whatpercentagewilldisappear in1000years?(b)Whatisthehalf-lifeofradium? 

5 Findtheorthogonal trajectoryofr=c1(1–sinθ). 

 

Unit- III 

Higher order Linear Differential Equations: Solution of homogeneous 
lineardifferential equations with constant coefficients - Solution of non-
homogeneousdifferential equations P (D)y = Q(x) with constant coefficients by means 
of polynomialoperators when Q(x) = beax, b sin ax/b cosax, bxk, V eax, xV - Method of 
undeterminedcoefficients 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 SolveyII–yI–2y=ex. 

2 SolveD2y–3Dy +2y=x 

3 
𝑑2𝑦 

Solve – y=sinx 
𝑑𝑥2 

4 SolveyII+y =3e-2x. 

5 SolveyII+3yI+2y =4. 

6 Solve(D2+D)y=x2+2x. 

7 
𝑑2𝑦 𝑑𝑦 

Solve –3 +2y=3 sin x. 
𝑑𝑥2 𝑑𝑥 

8 
𝑑3𝑦 𝑑2𝑦 

Solve – =2x3. 
𝑑𝑥3 𝑑𝑥2 

9 Solve(D2– 1)y=coshx. 

10 Solve(D3–4D2+5D–2)y =0. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 
𝑑2𝑦 𝑑𝑦 

Solve + + y=3x2ex. 
𝑑𝑥2 𝑑𝑥 

2 Solve(D–1)3y= ex(cos2x+x2). 

3 Solve(D4+2D2+1)y=x2cosx. 

4 Solve(D2–2D+1)=xexsinx. 

5 Solve(D2– 2D–8)y=9xex+ 10exbyusingthemethodofundeterminedcoefficients. 

 

Unit-IV 

Method of variation of parameters - Linear differential equations with non-
constantcoefficients - The Cauchy - Euler Equation - Legendre’s Linear Equations - 
MiscellaneousDifferentialEquations. 

Partial Differential Equations: Formation and solution- Equations easily integrable - 
Linearequations offirstorder 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 



1 Usingthemethodofvariationofparameter solve yII+3yI+2y= 12ex. 

2 Solve(D2+a2)y=cos ax, bythemethodofvariationofparameter 

3 Solve(D2 –3D +2)y =sin e-xby usingthemethodofvariationof parameters. 

4 Solve(x2D2+xD–4)y=x2. 

5 Solve(x2D2+4xD+ 2)y= ex. 

6 
𝑑2𝑦 

Solve =xex. 
𝑑𝑥2 

7 
𝑑3𝑦 

Solve = x+logx. 
𝑑𝑥3 

8 
𝜕2𝑧 𝜕𝑧 

Solve + z =0when x=0,z=ey and =1. 
𝜕𝑥2 𝜕𝑥 

9 
𝜕2𝑧 𝜕𝑧 

Solvey + =4xy. 
𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 

10 Solve(y+ z)p+ (x +z)q= x+ y. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 Solve(x2D2+xD–1)y =x2ex byusingthemethodofvariationofparameters. 

2 SolveyII–
2
yI+

2
y= x2exbyusing thereductionofordermethod. 

𝑥 𝑥2 

3 
2 

Solve (x + 3)2𝑑𝑦–4(x+ 3)
𝑑𝑦

+ 6y=log(x+ 3). 
𝑑𝑥2 𝑑𝑥 

4 By eliminatingthe arbitraryfunctions,obtainthepartialdifferentialequationsfrom 
(a)z = f(x2+y2) (b) z= f(x+ct)+ g(x–ct). 

5 Solve(x2–yz)p+ (y2– zx)q= z2– xy. 

 

Department:ComputerScience  Program: 

B.ScSemester:IIndSemester NameoftheSubject:ProgramminginC++ 

QUESTION 

BANK 
 
 

Unit -I 
Introduction to C++: Applications, Example Programs, Tokens, Data Types, Operators, 
Expressions,Control Structures, Arrays, Strings, Pointers, Searching and Sorting Arrays. Functions: 
Introduction,Prototype, Passing Data by Value, Reference Variables, Using Reference Variables as 
Parameters,Inline Functions, Default Arguments, Overloading Functions, Passing Arrays to 
Functions. ObjectOrientedProgramming:ProceduralandObject-
OrientedProgramming,Terminology,Benefits, 
OOPLanguages,andOOPApplications. 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 Writeabouttokens inC++. 

2 WhatarethesearchingtechniquesinC++. 

3 Whatissorting?Explainthesortingmethods. 

4 Whatisfunctionoverloading? 



5 Writeaboutfunctionoverriding. 

6 WriteaboutthebasicconceptsofOOP. 

7 WriteabouttheapplicationsofOOP. 

8 WriteaboutthedatatypesusedinC++. 

9 Writeaboutthecontrolstructures. 

10 Whataredefaultarguments? 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 WriteaC++programonBubblesorting. 

2 WriteaC++programonlinearsearch. 

3 Whatisfunctionoverloading?Writeanexampleprogram. 

4 Writeanessayonobjectorientedprogrammingconcepts. 

5 Explaintheconceptofpassingdatabyvalueandbyreference. 

Unit-II 

Introduction, Defining an Instance of a Class, Why Have Private 

Members?Separating Class Specification from Implementation, Inline Member 
Functions,Constructors, Passing Arguments to Constructors, Destructors, 
OverloadingConstructors,PrivateMemberFunctions,ArraysofObjects,InstanceandStat
icMembers,FriendsofClasses,Member-wiseAssignment,CopyConstructors, 
OperatorOverloading,ObjectConversion,Aggregation. 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 DefineclassandObject. 

2 Whatisaninlinememberfunction? 

3 Explainconstructoranddestructor. 

4 Explainstaticmemberfunction. 

5 Whatisoperatoroverloading? 

6 Explainarrayofobjects. 

7 Whatisanaggregation?Explainitstypes. 

8 HowtocreateanobjectinC++?Giveexample. 

9 Whatarefriendsofclass? 

10 Whatisaparameterisedconstructor? 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 ExplainInlinememberfunctionswithexampleprogram. 

2 Writeaboutdifferenttypesofconstructors. 



3 Whatisconstructoroverloading? 

4 Explainfriendfunctionandfriendclasswithaprogram. 

5 Explaintheconceptofcreatinganobjecttotheclasswithexampleprogram. 

Unit- III 

Inheritance: Introduction, Protected Members and Class Access, Base Class 

AccessSpecification, Constructors and Destructors in Base and Derived Classes, 
ClassHierarchies, Polymorphism-Function Overloading, Function Overriding and 
VirtualMember Functions, Abstract Base Classes and Pure Virtual Functions, 
MultipleInheritance.C++Streams:StreamClasses,UnformattedI/OOperations,Formatt
ed 
I/OOperations. 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 ExplainInheritance. 

2 Writeabouttypesofpolymorphism. 

3 WriteaboutaccessspecifiersinC++. 

4 Whatarevirtualmemberfunctions? 

5 Whatisanabstractbaseclass? 

6 WriteaboutthetypesofInheritances. 

7 Writeaboutthestreamclasses. 

8 Whatarevirtualmemberfunctions? 

9 Explainaboutdynamicmethoddispatch. 

10 Explainaboutclass Hierarchies. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 Writeaboutconstructorsanddestructorsinbaseclass. 

2 Writeaprogramonmethodoverriding. 

3 Whatarepurevirtualfunctions?Writeaprogram. 

4 Writeaprogramonformattedandunformattedoperations. 

5 WriteaC++programonmultipleinheritance. 

Unit–IV 
Introduction, Throwing an Exception, Handling an Exception, Object-Oriented Exception 
Handlingwith Classes, Multiple Exceptions, Extracting Data from the Exception Class, Re-throwing 
anException. Templates: Function Templates–Introduction, Function Templates with Multiple 
Type,OverloadingwithFunctionTemplates,ClassTemplates– Introduction,DefiningObjectsofthe 
ClassTemplate, ClassTemplates andInheritance,,IntroductiontotheSTL. 

 



 
PART –A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 Whatisexceptionhandling? 

2 Explainabouttrycatchthrowandthrows. 

3 WhatisSTL? 

4 Writethestepsfortheworkingoffunctiontemplates. 

5 Explainaboutpredefinedexceptions. 

6 Writeaboutdeclaringclasstemplate. 

7 Discussabouthandlinganexception. 

8 Howtowriteatemplateclass? 

9 Howtocreateanobjectforatemplateclass? 

10 Explainre-throwinganexception. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 Writeaprogramontemplateclass. 

2 Howtocreateatemplateclassininheritance? 

3 Writeaprogramusingdifferentdatatypesinatemplateclass. 

4 Writeaprogramusingmultiplecatchexceptions. 

5 WriteaprogramtohandlearrayIndexOutOfBoundsexception. 

 
PART-A 

SNo SHORTQUESTIONS 

1 Whatisexceptionhandling? 

2 Explainabouttrycatchthrowandthrows. 

3 WhatisSTL? 

4 Writethestepsfortheworkingoffunctiontemplates. 

5 Explainaboutpredefinedexceptions. 

6 Writeaboutdeclaringclasstemplate. 

7 Discussabouthandlinganexception. 

8 Howtowriteatemplateclass? 

9 Howtocreateanobjectforatemplateclass? 

10 Explainre-throwinganexception. 

 
PART-B 

SNo LONGQUESTIONS 

1 Writeaprogramontemplateclass. 



2 Howtocreateatemplateclassininheritance? 

3 Writeaprogramusingdifferentdatatypesinatemplateclass. 

4 Writeaprogramusingmultiplecatchexceptions. 

5 WriteaprogramtohandlearrayIndexOutOfBoundsexception. 

 

Department:Science Program: MPCS 

Semester:SEMII NameoftheSubject:Physics 
 
 

QUESTIONBANK 
 

UNIT-I: 

Kinetictheoryofgases:Introduction–
DeductionofMaxwell’slawofdistributionofmolecularspeeds,Transport Phenomena –
Viscosityofgases–thermalconductivity– diffusionofgases 

Thermodynamics: Basics of thermodynamics-Kelvin’s and Claussius statements – 
Thermodynamicscaleoftemperature–Entropy,physicalsignificance–
Changeinentropyinreversibleandirreversibleprocesses–Entropyanddisorder–Entropyofuniverse–
TemperatureEntropy(T-S)diagram–Changeofentropy ofa perfectgas-changeofentropy 
whenicechanges intosteam. 

PART-A 

 SNO   SHORTQUESTIONS  
  

 1   ExplainbrieflytheMaxwell’sdistributionlawofmolecularspeed.  
  

 2   Explainthetermsviscosityand diffusion ofgases.  
  

 3   Definethermal conductivityofagas.  
  

 4   Whatdo youmean bytransportphenomenon?  
  

 5   Explaintheterms‘systemandsurroundings.  
  

 6   Distinguishbetweenisothermalandadiabaticprocess.  
  

 7   Whatarereversibleandirreversibleprocesses.  
  

 8   Defineandexplainthetermentropy.  
  

 9   Stateandexplainsecondlawofthermodynamics.  
  

 10   Relatethedisorder andentropyofasystem.  
  

    PART-B  
  

 SNO   LONGQUESTIONS  
  

 1  Write down the Maxwell’s law of distribution of molecular speeds in a gas and 
obtainexpressionsforthe averagespeed,rms speedof agasparameters K,Tandm.  

 2  What are transport phenomena in gases ?Derive an expression for the coefficient 
ofviscosityof a gas onthe basisof kinetic theory.  

 3   StateandproveCarnottheorem.  
  

 4  Define entropy. What is the physical concept of entropy? Write a note on 
entropychangesin reversibleandirreversible processes.  



 5  What is entropy. Derive an equation of entropy in case of perfect gas. Also find the 
changeofentropywhen ice changesinto steam.  

UNIT-II:ThermodynamicpotentialsandMaxwell’sequations,LowtemperaturePhysics 

Thermodynamic potentials and Maxwell’s equations:Thermodynamic potentials – Derivation 
ofMaxwell‟sthermodynamicrelations–Clausius-Clayperon‟sequation–
Derivationforratioofspecificheats – Derivation for difference of two specific heats for perfect 
gas.Joule Kelvin effect – expressionforJoule Kelvincoefficientforperfectand Vanderwaal‟s gas. 

Low temperature Physics:Joule Kelvin effect – liquefaction of gas using porous plug 
experiment.Joule expansion – Distinction between adiabatic and Joule Thomson expansion – 
Expression for JouleThomsoncooling–Liquefactionofhelium,Kapitza‟smethod–
Adiabaticdemagnetization–Productionoflowtemperatures– Principle ofrefrigeration,vapour 
compressiontype. 

PART-A 

 SNO   SHORTQUESTIONS  
  

 1   Whatarethermodynamicpotentials?Whatistheirimportance.  
  

 2   WriteMaxwell’sthermodynamicrelations.  
  

 3   StateandexplainJoule-Kelvineffect.  
  

 4   Whatdoyoumeanbyspecificheatsofa gas?Obtaintheratioofspecific heats.  
  

 5   Obtainfirst TdSequation.  
  

 6   Writeashortnoteonrefrigeration.  
  

 7   Writethepropertiesofgoodrefrigerant.  
  

 8   Explain Jouleexpansion.  
  

 9   Writeashortnoteon adiabaticdemagnetization.  
  

 10   Describetheliquificationofhelium.  
  

    PART-B  
  

 SNO   LONGQUESTIONS  
  

 1  Define the four thermodynamic potentials. Obtain Maxwell’s 
thermodynamicequationsusingthese potentials.  

 2  What is Joule-Kelvin effect? Explain the Joule-Kelvin effect from 
Maxwell’sthermodynamicrelations.  

 3  What is Clausius-Clapeyron’s equation? Derive this equation using 
Maxwell’srelations.  

 4  Describe the porous plug experiment of joule Thomson. What are the 
importantconclusionsarrived atit?  

 5  Describe how low temperatures are produced by adiabatic demagnetization? Give 
thetheoryof the experiment.  



 
UNIT-III:Quantumtheoryofradiation 

Quantum theory of radiation:Black body-Ferry‟s black body – distribution of energy in the 
spectrumof Black body – Wein‟s displacement law, Wein‟s law, Rayleigh-Jean‟s law – Quantum 
theory ofradiation-Planck‟slaw–deductionofWein‟sdistributionlaw,Rayleigh-
Jeanslaw,Stefan‟slawfromPlanck‟s law. 56 hrs10 Measurement of radiation using pyrometers – 
Disappearing filament opticalpyrometer–experimentaldetermination–Angstrompyroheliometer -
determinationofsolarconstant,effectivetemperature ofsun. 

PART-A 

 SNO   SHORTQUESTIONS  
  

 1   Whatdoyoumeanbythermal radiation?mentionfewpropertiesofthermalradiation  
  

 2   DescribeFerry’sblackbody  
  

 3   DeriveWien’sdisplacementlaw.  
  

 4   Whatisablackbody?Explainthedistributionofenergyinablackbodyradiation  
  

 5   StateandexplainWein’sdisplacement lawandStephan’slaw  
  

 6   DerivePlanck’sradiationlaw  
  

 7   DeriveStephan’slawfromPlank’slaw  
  

 8   Definesolarconstant  
  

 9   Writeabriefnoteonoptical pyrometer  
  

 10   Howistemperatureofthesunisdetermined ?  
  

    PART-B  
  

 SNO   LONGQUESTIONS  
  

 1  What is a black body? What is a black body radiation? Define emissive and 
abosortivepowers  

 2   StateanddeduceWien’sdisplacement law  
  

 3  DerivePlanck’sformulaforthedistributionofenergyinblackbodyradiation.explaintheassu
mptionmade  

 4  definesolarconstant.explainwith nessarytheoryhowthesolarconstantisdetermined 
?howisthe temperatureofthesunestimated fromthedataofsolarsystem  

 5  Explainhowanopticalphyrometeroranyotherequivalentarrangement 
canbeusedforthemeasure of very hightemperatures  



 
UNIT-IV:StatisticalMechanics 

Statistical Mechanics:Introduction, postulates of statistical mechanics. Phase space, concept 
ofensemblesandsomeknownensembles,classicalandquantumstatisticsandtheirdifferences,conceptof
probability,Maxwell-Boltzmann‟sdistributionlaw-MolecularenergiesinanidealgasMaxwell-
Boltzmann‟svelocitydistributionlaw,Bose-EinsteinDistributionlaw,FermiDiracDistribution law, 
comparison of three distribution laws, Application of B-E distribution to Photons-planks 
radiationformula, Applicationof Fermi-Dirac statisticstowhitedwarfsandNeutronstars. 

PART-A 

 SNO   SHORTQUESTIONS  
  

 1   Definethetermsphasespaceandensemble  
  

 2   Defineessemble andphasespace.  
  

 3   Writethediffrencesbetweenclassical andquantumstatistics.  
  

 4   Stateandexplainbose-einstienstatistics.  
  

 5   Explainfermi-Diracdistributionlaw.  
  

 6   Explainmaxwell– Boltzmann’slaw.  
  

 7   Whatarebasicdifferencesinthreestatistics?compare.  
  

 8   Comparemaxwell -Boltzmann,Bose-einstienandFermi-Diracdistributionlaws.  
  

 9   Whatare fermions andbosons?mention thedifferencebetweenthem .  
  

 10   Comparethethreedistributionlawsofstatisticalmechanics.  
  

    PART-B  
  

 SNO   LONGQUESTIONS  
  

 1  Express Bose -Einstien distribution law mathematically. Apply it to a proton gas 
toobtainenergy distribution.  

 2  Distinguish between classical and quantum statistics .Obtain an expression for 
Fermi-Diracdistribution law.  

 3  State and explain Fermi-Dirac distribution law and apply it to an electron gas to 
getelectronenergydistributionn( E)withenergy(E)  

 4   ExplainhowFermi-Diracstatisticsexplainsthestableexistenceofstars.  
  

 5   Discussstatisticalequilibriumandderivethenecessaryconditionforit.  
  

 

 


